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Never Work Harder Than Your Students and Other Principles of Great TeachingAssociation for Supervision & Curriculum Deve, 2009
If it ever feels like teaching is just too much hard work, here's a guide that helps you develop a more fluid and automatic way to respond to students and deliver great teaching experiences every time. Using a short set of basic principles and classroom examples that promote reflection, Robyn R. Jackson explains how to develop a master teacher...
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The Lean Mindset: Ask the Right QuestionsAddison Wesley, 2013

	What company doesn’t want energized workers, delighted customers, genuine efficiency, and breakthrough innovation?  The Lean Mindset  shows how lean companies really work–and how a lean mindset is the key to creating stunning products and delivering amazing services.


	Through...
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Training Your Brain For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Mastering the latest fitness craze-keeping your brain healthy at any age


	Judging from the worldwide popularity of the brain game, Nintendo DS, and such mind-bending puzzles as SuDoku and KenKen®, keeping one's mind as limber as an Olympic athlete is an international obsession. With forecasters predicting over a million...
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Mindfulness and Traditional Chinese Zen Arts: The Way of Calligraphy, Painting, Kung Fu, and TeaDaoscape, 2020

	In my early twenties, I discovered a book titled Zen in the Art of

	Archery . It was written by a German academic, called Eugen Herrigel,

	who had studied the Japanese art of ky?d? (ritualised Shint? archery)

	between the years 1924 and 1929.





	This exotic Zen-flavoured feat had been accomplished as a result of

	the...
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Beginning C# 2008: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Get comfortable with the most powerful version of the .NET Framework devised yet, by embracing new techniques and innovations to create your applications faster, using a wide range of tools.
The C# 2008 language is your gateway to the powerful .NET platform. C# combined with Visual Studio gives you the...
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Hacking Exposed: Network Security Secrets and Solutions, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	The world's bestselling computer security book--fully expanded and updated


	"Right now you hold in your hand one of the most successful security books ever written. Rather than being a sideline participant, leverage the valuable insights Hacking Exposed 6 provides to help yourself, your company,...
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Business In Blue Jeans: How To Have A Successful Business On Your Own Terms, In Your Own StyleSound Wisdom, 2013

	Reviews:

	"This is the best little 'how-to' book for starting and running a small business I've come across. Don't even think about going into business without it. And if you are already in business, this book is a must-read." 

	--Larry Winget, television personality and 5 time...
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Psych Yourself Rich: Get the Mindset and Discipline You Need to Build Your Financial LifeFT Press, 2010

	The arrival of this book and its message, I suspect, could not have been better timed. We’re more than two years into this great recession, and many of us are more confused than ever about our personal finances. With the financial and employment landscapes evolving before us, it’s difficult to return to the old, prescriptive...
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Essentials of Programming Languages, 3rd EditionMIT Press, 2008

	This book brings you face-to-face with the most fundamental idea in computer programming:

	

	The interpreter for a computer language is just another program. It sounds obvious, doesn’t it? But the implications are profound. If you are a computational theorist, the interpreter idea recalls Gödel’s discovery of...
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Social Media ROI: Managing and Measuring Social Media Efforts in Your Organization (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	“Blanchard is demanding. He won’t allow you to flip through this book, nod your head, and leave. If you’re in, you’re going to have to invest to get your rewards.”


	--Chris Brogan, president of Human Business Works

...
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Bomb the Suburbs: Graffiti, Race, Freight-Hopping and the Search for Hip-Hop's Moral CenterSoft Skull Press, 2008

	Should graffiti writers organize to tear up the cities, or should they really be bombing the Â‘burbs? That’s the question posed by William Upski Wimsatt in his seminal foray into the world of hip-hop, rap, and street art, and the culture and politics that surround it. But to say that the book deals only with taggers and hip-hop is...
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The Simple Truths About Leadership: Creating a People-Centric CultureSpringer, 2019

	
		In the middle of the last decade, businesses have suffered serious harm due to the world-wide economic slowdown/great recession, geopolitical tensions and conflicts, and the very unpredictable nature of our government. In the process of staying the course, many business leaders have made a number of decisions and have taken a number...
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